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Abstract—The present study shows a chemical sensor
network model inspired by mouse taste receptor cells. The
sensor array consisted of 10 Type II cell models and a pair
of uncoupled Type III cell models. The Type II cell mod-
els elicit telegraph signals in response to the taste stimuli.
The telegraph signals equally converge on the Type III cell
models. The common telegraph signals increased the spik-
ing frequency of the Type III cell models and facilitated
spike synchronization. As a result, the taste stimulus is
detected as the degree of synchronization and the spiking
frequency of the output cells.

1. Introduction

Each taste bud consists of several tens of cells, which are
classified into four types of cells (Type I to Type IV). The
taste nerve has chemical synapses on only Type III cells. It
means that Type III cell is the output cell of a taste bud. On
the other hand, Type II cells have taste receptors for bitter,
sweet, or umami. As Type II cells do not have synapses
with the taste nerve, communications between Type II cells
and Type III cells are necessary for taste signal process-
ing. Nogami and his coworkers have shown possible signal
transmissions between the taste bud cells [1]. That result
suggests that the network in a single taste bud contributes
to process taste information on tongues.

We have proposed a computational model of a chemical
sensor array which consisted of the leaky integrate-and-fire
(LIF) models and bursting models [2]. The LIF model and
the bursting model corresponded to the Type II cell and
the Type III cell respectively. The chemical stimulus is de-
tected as the degree of synchronization of bursts. However,
that Type II cell model was over-simplified. Further, the
Type III cell is not a bursting cell.

The sodium channel of the mouse taste receptor cells
shows slow recovery from inactivation. The slow recovery
from sodium inactivation accounts long interpulse intervals
of the taste receptor cells. Further, even when relatively
strong current is injected the taste receptor cells exhibit a
single action potential. The membrane potential remains
stable after the overshoot. On the other hand, the outward

current of the Type III cells is the delayed rectifier potas-
sium current, while the outward current of the Type II cells
is TEA-insensitive current [3]. Differences in the outward
currents potentially alter spike patterns of the taste receptor
cells. Such spiking properties caused by the ion channels
contribute to the chemical signal detection in the present
network model. The chemical signal is detected as the de-
gree of synchronization and the spiking frequency of the
output cells.

2. Methods

The present chemical sensor array consisted of 10 Type
II cell models and 2 Type III cell models. No connection
existed among the Type II cell models. Output of the Type
II cell models equally converged on the Type III cell mod-
els.

2.1. Type II cell model

We used a transient sodium model (Inat model) [4] as
the Type II cell. The Inat model consisted of the transient
sodium current and the leak current.

Cm
dvi

dt
= −ḡNa · m3

∞,i · hi · (vi − eNa) − gl · (vi − el)

+ idc + ξi(t) (1)
dhi

dt
=

h∞,i(vi) − hi

τh(vi)
(2)

Here, i = 1, 2, . . ., 10. The parameters were fixed at Cm

= 1 μF/cm2, el = -60 mV, eNa = 60 mV, and ḡNa = 15
mS/cm2. The leak conductance gl was 0.6 ∼ 1 mS/cm2.
ξi(t) is the Gaussian noise. < ξi(t)ξi(t′) >= σ2

natδ(t − t′).
σnat = 2 mV·ms−1/2 unless otherwise specified.

The rate function of the sodium current is below:

m∞(vi) =
1

1 + exp((−40 − vi)/9)
(3)

h∞(vi) =
1

1 + exp((62 + vi)/7)
(4)

τh(vi) = 1.2 +Camp ∗ exp(− (−67 − vi)2

400
) (5)
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Figure 1: Step currents elicited a single action potential
in the Inat model. Stable membrane potential followed the
spike discharge. gl = 1 mS/cm2. Top: idc = 6 μA/cm2;
Middle: idc = 4 μA/cm2; Bottom: idc = 2 μA/cm2. σnat = 0
mV·ms−1/2.

The inactivation variable hi of the sodium current has a
voltage-dependent time constant. The mouse taste recep-
tor cells take ∼1 s for recovery from inactivation [5]. Here,
Camp = 740 ms, which is 100 times larger than a typical
value reported by Izhikevich [4].

The Inat model exhibits class 3 excitability. The step cur-
rent elicits a spike, but the membrane potential remains sta-
ble after the overshoot (Fig. 1).

2.2. Type III cell model

The Type III cell model is a one-dimensional model de-
scribed below:

ε
dψ j(t)

dt
= 1 − ε sinψ j(t) + s(t) + ζ j(t) ( j = 1, 2) (6)

where ε = 20 ms and ε = 1.1. The cells were identical. The
unit of ψ is arbitrary. s(t) is the telegraph signal generated
by the Inat models. s(t) jumps between 0 and 1. In Sec 3.1,
we used the random telegraph noise for s(t). In that case,
s(t) is stochastically jumps between 0 and 1. ζi(t) is the
Gaussian noise. < ζi(t)ζi(t′) >= σ2

t δ(t − t′). σt = 0.01
ms−1/2.

The Type III cell model has two fixed points; one is sta-
ble and the other is unstable. The unstable fixed point is the
threshold of the action potential. If ψ is beyond the unsta-
ble fixed point, ψ increases. When ψ = 2π, a spike occurs
and ψ is set to 0.

2.3. Computer simulations

Prior to simulations of the complete network model, we
separately stimulated each part. First, we simultaneously
stimulated a pair of the Type III cell models by the random
telegraph noise. The random telegraph noise was equally
given to the Type III cell models. The degree of synchro-
nization of spikes was assessed. The interpulse intervals of

the random telegraph noise were drawn from the exponen-
tial distribution. The random telegraph noise stochastically
jumps between 0 and 1. The time constant of each state
was separately determined. The escape rate from 1 to 0 is
kup (= 0.2 ms−1). It means that the mean duration of the
upper state was 5 ms. The escape rate from 0 to 1 is klow (=
0.001 ∼ 1 ms−1). In short, the mean duration of the lower
state (= T ) was 1 ∼ 1000 ms.

The degree of synchronization of spikes in the pair of
the Type III cell models was quantified by the equation fol-
lowed:

γ2 =< sinΔφ >2 + < cosΔφ >2 (7)

where Δφ is the phase difference between the cells. < · >
means the average in time. Simulations was performed for
100 s.

Second, interpulse intervals generated by 10 Inat mod-
els were obtained. The Inat models were identical. The
Inat models randomly fire due to the Gaussian noise. We
collected interpulse intervals of all Inat models for 20 s (or
40 s when gl = 1 mS/cm2) and made density histograms.
The interpulse intervals are the duration of the lower state
(vi < −40 mV). The mean value and the standard deviation
of the interpulse intervals were calculated. The coefficient
of variation, CV = SD/mean, was also calculated. We ob-
tained the density histograms of the interpulse intervals at
each gl (= 0.6 ∼ 1 mS/cm2).

Finally, the Inat models were connected to the Type III
cell models. We assumed that taste substances alter gl

of the Inat models (gl = 0.6∼1 mS/cm2). The Inat mod-
els generate the random telegraph signals, and the Type
III cell models output spikes to the taste nerves. During
vi > −40 mV, s(t) = 1. Otherwise, s(t) = 0. The telegraph
signals equally converged on the Type III cell models. The
degree of synchronization of spikes in the pair of the Type
III cell models was assessed. The spiking frequency of the
Type III cell model #1 was counted. The Inat models were
identical unless otherwise stated. The computations were
repeated 10 times at each gl. The computational time was
40 s. The numerical integration was performed by the for-
ward Euler scheme. The time step was 0.001 ms.

3. Results

3.1. Synchronization of the Type III cell models in-
duced by the random telegraph noise

A pair of uncoupled identical Type III cell models was
synchronized by the common random telegraph noise.
When T of the random telegraph noise was in the range
between 10 ms and 100 ms, γ was high and the spik-
ing frequency increased (Fig. 2). At small T , the spik-
ing frequency was high, but low γ values. As s(t) fre-
quently jumps to 1, ψ hardly remains the stable fixed point.
Such fluctuations lowered the degree of synchronization of
spikes.
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Figure 2: Spike synchronization induced by the random
telegraph noise in a pair of the Type III cell models. In the
range between 10 ms and 500 ms of T , the synchronization
index γ (�) was high. The spiking frequency (�) exponen-
tially decreased with an increase in T . σt = 0.01 ms−1/2.

At T ≥ 500 ms, the spiking frequency was almost 0, but
γ was high with large error bars. In most simulations γ was
low, but, in a few cases, γ was nearly 1. This is because
two or three spikes luckily occurred at both Type III cell
models at the same time in the simulations.

3.2. Telegraph signals generated by the array of the Inat

models

Due to the Gaussian noise, a single Inat model showed
a gamma-like or Gaussian-like interval distributions. The
interval distributions depended on the leak conductance gl.
When gl got smaller, density histograms of the interpulse
intervals were the Gaussian-like distribution.

The array of 10 Inat models exhibited the exponential-
like interval distributions. The mean intervals of the inter-
val distributions exponentially decreased with a decrease
in gl (Fig. 3). CVs were nearly 1 in the range gl < 0.9
mS/cm2. When gl was 0.6 mS/cm2 or 0.7 mS/cm2, the
mean intervals were below 100 ms. At gl = 1 mS/cm2,
a few pulses were elicited. Those results indicate that the
array of the Inat models potentially induces spike synchro-
nization in the Type III cell models in the range between
0.6 and 0.7 mS/cm2 of gl.

3.3. Synchronization of the Type III cell models in the
sensor network model

The Inat models randomly fired due to the Gaussian noise
(gl = 0.6 mS/cm2, Top trace in Fig. 4a). Spikes of the 10
Inat models were converted to the telegraph signals (Second
trace in Fig. 4a). The common telegraph signal induced
synchronization of spikes in the Type III cell models (Bot-
tom two traces in Fig. 4a). γ and the spiking frequency
were summarized in Fig. 4b. At small gl, γ and the spiking
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Figure 3: Interpulse intervals of the telegraph signals gen-
erated by the array of the Inat models were exponential-like
distributions. �: Mean interval. �: Coefficient of variation
(CV). σnat = 2 mV·ms−1/2.

frequency were high. As a result, the taste stimulus is de-
tected as synchronized spikes with high spiking frequency.

We further used non-identical Inat models. gl were ran-
domly determined. The standard deviation of gl was 0.1 ×
the mean value (= 0.6 ∼ 1 mS/cm2). The telegraph signals
were generated by the array of 10 non-identical Inat models.
Those common telegraph signals induced synchronization
of spikes in the Type III cell models (data not shown). γ
values and the spiking frequency increased with a decrease
in gl.

4. Discussion

Synchronization of uncoupled oscillators induced by the
Gaussian noise is known as noise-induced synchronization.
Random telegraph noise also induces synchronization of
oscillators [7]. The common random telegraph noise in-
duced synchronization of spikes in a pair of uncoupled
Type III cell models in the present study. The present Type
III cell model is not in the oscillatory mode, but excitable.
As the Type III cell models were identical, both ψs existed
around the fixed point. The common telegraph signals de-
polarize both the Type III cell models. If such depolariza-
tions are strong, the Type III cell models simultaneously
fire. In the present study, the mean duration of depolar-
ization, actually the duration of action potentials of the Inat
models, was mostly ∼5 ms. As depolarization by the com-
mon telegraph signal is long enough to elicit spikes, spike
synchronization is less dependent on the duration of the
lower state of the common random telegraph signals. Fre-
quent depolarizations rather disturb synchronization of out-
put spikes. If the array of the Inat models pauses excitations
for 10 ∼100 ms, spike synchronization is facilitated in the
Type III cell models.

Mouse taste receptor cells are not fast-spiking cells [8].
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Figure 4: Spike synchronization in the Type III cell models
in the sensor network model. a. Telegraph signals s(t) gen-
erated by the array of the Inat models induced synchroniza-
tion of spikes in the Type III cell models. gl = 0.6 mS/cm2.
Data were plotted at every 100 integration steps. b. Syn-
chronization index γ (•) and the spiking frequency (◦) of
the Type III cell models. γ and the spiking frequency in-
creased with a decrease in gl. σnat = 2 mV·ms−1/2. σt =

0.01 ms−1/2

The step current elicits a single spike or a few spikes. Fur-
ther, the slow recovery from inactivation of the sodium
channel causes long pauses of interpulse intervals of the
taste receptor cells. The present Inat models have the slow
recovery from sodium inactivation and exhibit class 3 ex-
citability. Under the Gaussian noise, the interpulse inter-
vals of the single Inat model were gamma-like distributions
with long mean intervals. As a result, the array of the Inat
models exhibits adequate long period of inter-train pauses
and stochastic alternations between 0 and 1 on the common
telegraph signals.

Taste stimuli elicit not only depolarization of the mem-
brane potential in the mouse taste receptor cells, but also
hyperpolarization. Ohtubo and his coworkers have reported
that taste stimuli caused membrane depolarization or hy-
perpolarization in the mouse taste receptor cells [6]. Com-

plex responses of the mouse taste receptor cells might con-
tribute to signal processing in the taste buds. If the taste
stimuli depress some of the Inat models in the sensor array,
the frequency of the telegraph signal reduces but its pat-
terns can be still random. The mouse taste bud-like com-
plex responses can induce spike synchronization in the out-
put cells.
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